
What do your users do daily?

VIEW THEIR EMOTIONAL STATES

What do they focus on the most?

Look at how your customer do things, watch their acon

Place yourself in their shoes and then analyze how to
approach them.

What causes your users, to be fustrated, if possible

VIEW THEIR EMOTIONAL STATES

What causes your users, to be happy, if possible

What are some of their choke points or moments where they get stuck

How do they feel sensaon?

www.meetmaya.world

Responsibilies

Pain Points and Gain Points Product Needed and Validaon

You will need to do some exporaon to figure out
what really drives your targeted audience

What are the common thoughts and emoons your
audience/ users are going through

What are the influencing factors. What is causing
your users to have this new vision/ h, etc?

Understand their ethics and experiences

Key Drivers/ Movaon

Explore the most common gger point

Find out what triggers them to do that acon.
In-depth research

When are they doing it?

Research what your users are mostly doing

User Behavior

What kind of content/ styles are your users focusing on

more? Where? Why?

How is that trend effecng them?

What’s the next trend?

What is socially trending?

Current Trends (socially, user behavior, and your business)

Generic expectaons
- Find and filter out what can
be change and what you should 
put aside. 

See if they own any pets or have any kids, big effect
on their me

When viewing their demographics; see the way of life
within that area. Is it hype, fast pace, sluggish, etc.

What are their goals and mission. Good to see
their state of mind 

What catches their aenon
- Art
- Color
- Scenery
- Mood

Determine what sparks their 
interest

Acvies

Become ThemLifestyle

Now that you have an idea about who your main users are and what are their problems... 

What soluon do your users need and why, when, and where?

How can they get access to your product?

How can your users feel a trust into your prodcut.

Describe the user expecataons, experience and usage of your product. 

18-99 M & F • Describe your users and 
   their actions, emotions

• Ex:  • Motivated 
         • Inspired
         • Dedicated
         • Versatility
         •         • Risk Tolerance

• Where are your users coming from
   and have the highest engagments

• Ex:  • Twitch 
          • USA
          • College dorms
          • 87% higher in LA
          •          • 9-5 jobs
          • Social places

Gamers and streamers

Age Group

What is the age range of
your users? Who are your users, generically?

Genders And Type Attributes Demographics

Targeted Audience Evaluaon
Who are your customers and targeted audience. 


